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System

Interactive IPTV Platform

Fields of application of the
Kathrein IPTV rackmount system
Completed systems can easily be installed without
Because of their high technical demands, state-ofexhaustive system planning and commissioning.
the-art interactive media offerings have until now
Operation requires hardly any intervention and no
been available only from very large telecoms supplihighly specialised operations team on site. Remote
ers. The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system now makes
access via the Internet means that service and monithe comprehensive facilities of these systems availtoring can also be handed over completely to an
able to the users of small local distribution networks
external service provider.
- and that includes HDTV support.
Thanks to its very compact design and mature automatic self-configuring server and software, installation
of the modules is child's play.
Irrespective of the location where efficient distribution of TV, video and audio content is required, the Kathrein
IPTV rackmount system always offers an appropriate solution. Here are some selected fields of application:
Hotel TV and hospitality applications
Nowadays, practically all hotels offer their guests Internet access. In order to ensure confidentiality and connection quality
for business customers, in medium and upper class hotels
this includes wired access directly to the room. Just like in
new construction and modernisation, now is the time to think
about the future capability of media provision for guests.
Hotels can offer their guests a
Future-P
very special service with facilities
ro
Software of Hotel
for IPTV
such as Video-on-Demand (VoD)
Systems
or timeshift TV. Even if the business meeting lasted rather longer than expected,
guests need not forgo the programmes they usually watch, they can simply watch
them later.
This includes information and news services and the facility to integrate
the IPTV rackmount system into the hotel's Property Management System (PMS).
Particulars of the hotel-specific offerings can be found in the "Future-Proof Hotel
Software for IPTV Systems" brochure.

Campus and holiday villages
Often a university campus already offers access to a highperformance IT network. Thanks to the flexibility of the
Kathrein IPTV rackmount system, the media offering can in
addition easily be updated.
This is useful also for holiday villages, which are similar to
hotels in this respect; tourist information and seasonal
changes to facilities can be presented in a variety of media
with information offerings.
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Airports and railway stations.
Here, where many people pass through and require up-todate information, information must be displayed at short
notice and in different ways in various parts of the building.
The switch between graphical and textual information display
and moving images or TV must be remotely controllable, and
there must be the facility to play recorded sequences in a
loop (such as instructions at the check-in). In the field of business, in-store TV may be required at the point-of-sale. Here,
an IPTV system such as the Kathrein IPTV rackmount system
displays its strengths in respect of flexibility, formatting of surfaces and segmentation by function or area of the
terminals that are addressed.
Premium Living
In various types of accommodation for the upper classes,
such as cruise liners or yachts, nowadays exclusive access to
functions such as timeshift TV and videos on demand in high
resolution is expected. The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system
offers a professional solution to deliver these facilities. It ranges
from sounds from the MP3 music library to video images from
various surveillance cameras – everything can be called up
individually for each room or cabin by remote control.

Conference centres, public buildings,
multi-screen cinemas, digital signage
As at airports, here too the requirement is for flexibility to
allow frequent or regular changes of use; flows of visitors
must be directed and informed about events or offerings that
are starting or in progress.
Here a Kathrein IPTV rackmount system acts as the heart
of IP based TV signal provision, with appropriate
graphical user interfaces for the necessary flexibility
and control.
Business TV, banks & trading rooms,
editorial and broadcasting stations
Do your employees require the most up-to-date information
directly at their workplace, by mouse click if possible? The
"Desktop-Media-Client" is a video application for PCs, for
which neither a second screen nor parallel cabling are necessary. Whether news broadcasters need the latest stock
market news or to preview contributions sent in from external
sources, whether live or from a central server: Each sequence
and each contribution can then be called up across the company by every workplace that has the authorisation to do so.
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Kathrein IPTV rackmount:
Wide range of multi-media functions
Live streaming of video and audio content
Live streaming allows IP-based TV and radio
programmes to be selected and consumed via a
data network, using a channel list, just like conventional channel processing systems. A graphical user
guide, together with an EPG (Electronic Programme
Guide) and very fast Teletext, further increases the
operator convenience (from version LIV).
Video-on-Demand (VoD)
This offers a video library from which the user can
select films for display directly on the screen and
play them "on demand" at the press of a button.
Waiting times or fixed start times are a thing of the
past. Individual and spontaneous conversation is no
longer an obstacle. Additional revenues can be
generated.
Audio-on-Demand
The functions are comparable with those of a
modern MP3 player: Selection of the title by
genre or interpreter are only some of the known
options that provide for the needs of the user.

Video recorder (nPVR)
The video recorder function is implemented on the
server for each individual user, and can be freely sized
for each individual. It can subsequently be upgraded
on the system without intervention.

Timeshift TV
Time is no longer an issue. Broadcasts currently in
progress can simply be paused and restarted later.
Or just rewind within the programme: Depending on
capacity, up to 27 hours. For even more convenience,
page back through the EPG and make free selections
of past programmes.
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system:
Flexible - versatile - future-proof
The application areas for a low-cost compact IPTV
head-end are today very diverse, and the Kathrein
IPTV rackmount system has the flexibility to match
these individual application areas. Thanks to its integrated structure, the Kathrein IPTV rackmount system
on the one hand covers a wide range of application
areas, and on the other hand however also permits
incremental extension with new functions as new
demands emerge.
An entry-level basic offering of TV channels can for
instance later be extended to further channel categories, and then step-by-step to non-linear services
such as timeshift TV, videos or music on demand and
interactive services can be added. All this by means
simply of software upgrades, without modifications to
the network or the reception devices for the guest or
customer.

The high flexibility of the Kathrein IPTV rackmount
system permits operation of different user interfaces
or services to specific groups of set-top boxes / TV
sets. There is even the facility to direct customer-specific services or interfaces individually to each TV set.
Within an airport for instance guests at the airport
hotel may be provided with interactive services such
as timeshift or video-on-demand which the guests
can select themselves. In the terminal area the TV
sets in the waiting areas can be provided with TV
programmes, whilst flight information is displayed
at the check-in. All this is controlled centrally by an
administrator.

For example:
Application in an airport. One system provides different services to the hotel and terminal areas.
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system
in overview
4 slots for content hard disks
1 TB (storage for video-on-demand,
nPVR and timeshift)
IPR-HD 1000, 26210548

Basis: 19" server, 4 RU,
depth: 52 cm
IPR-8001, 26210731

One each Ethernet
1000BaseT port for infeeding
external signal sources or
for management included as
standard in the scope of supply
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4 Ethernet 1000BaseT ports
for connection to the IP network, included as standard in
the scope of supply

6 slots for twin DVB
reception cards.
Any configuration can be set up
IPR-DVB-T1, 26210551
IPR-DVB-S2, 26210552
IPR-DVB-S2-CI, 26210683

The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
the plug-in modules
• Twin DVB-T reception card
IPR-DVB-T1		
26210551
- Two DVB-T inputs
- Simultaneous reception of two DVB-T multiplexers
- COFDM 2k and 8k
Type

IPR-DVB-T1

Order no.

26210551

Number of independent reception
branches

2

COFDM support

2k, 8k

Frequency bands

VHF, UHF

Channel bandwidth

MHz

6, 7, 8

RF input plug connectors

IEC socket

• Twin DVB-S(2) reception cards
IPR-DVB-S2		
26210552
IPR-DVB-S2-CI
26210683
- Two independent DVB-S(2) inputs
- Simultaneous reception of two DVB-S(2) transponders
- Types of modulation supported: DVB-S - QPSK,
DVB-S(2) - QPSK and 8PSK
IPR-DVB-S(2)-CI in addition:
- Two Common Interface (CI) slots independent decryption of two transponders
Type

IPR-DVB-S(2)

IPR-DVB-S(2)-CI

26210552

26210683

Number of independent
reception branches

2

2

Number of Common Interface slots

-

2

QPSK, 8PSK

QPSK, 8PSK

1 ... 47/1 ... 31.5

1 ... 47/1 ... 31.5

FEC QPSK

1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

FEC 8PSK

3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

2 x F-type sockets

2 x F-type sockets

Order no.

Types of modulation
Symbol rate QPSK/8PSK

Rf input plug connectors

Msymb/s

• Content hard disk 1 TB
IPR-HD 1000
26210548
- For storage video contents
for video-on-demand and timeshift
- Use for the IPTV versions "VOD" and "PRE"
- Recording of up to 500 hours of video programmes
Note: For calculating the storage space requirement see also page 19
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The IPTV rackmount system is available in
four configurations:
1. IPTV rackmount streamer ("STR")
This configuration offers streaming of up to 100 TV and radio channels by multicast. All streaming-capable IPTV
set-top boxes can be used for reception. IPTV set-top boxes from Kathrein are already set up to offer an automatically generated channel list for easy channel selection. The number of set-top boxes that can be connected
under this configuration is unlimited. Subsequent software upgrades to other configurations can be performed
at any time (having regard to the maximal numbers of subscribers then permissible).
2. IPTV rackmount live IPC-SET live ("LIV")
This configuration offers all state-of-the-art convenience features such as a graphical operating interface and
a simple to use electronic programme guide (EPG), which supports automatic updating of the programme data.
In addition, the lightning-fast Teletext offers all the advantages of the most modern server technology: The storage and continuous updating of all programme data and Teletext pages in the Kathrein IPTV rackmount system
ensures their immediate availability to the TV user at the push of a button on the remote control, without a long
loading time. Up to 500 subscribers (set-top boxes) can be connected.
3. IPTV rackmount Video-on-Demand IPC SET Video-on-Demand ("VOD")
This configuration contains an "on demand" function, which allows films, videos and music titles to be called up
individually (approx. 300 to 400 hours at standard resolution). Hotels, hospitals and holiday villages can use this
service to generate additional income. Licences for 25, 50, 100 and 200 subscribers are available.
4. IPTV rackmount Premium IPC-SET Premium ("PRE")
In addition to the functions described above, this configuration offers a timeshift function.
Up to 40 channels can be buffered simultaneously for up to 27 hours, and thus made available to users for
timeshifted viewing*). Within the buffer time the user can "rewind" and "fast forward" the programme as much
as he likes, view interesting sections multiple times or just pause the programme.
In addition there is the facility to set up a network-based video recorder (nPVR) for subscribers. Using his individual user interface the subscriber can record and replay any programmes he likes. The storage is performed
centrally on the server. For this purpose each subscriber can be assigned a certain storage capacity in hours.
Licences for 25, 50, 100 and 200 subscribers are available.
Note: For calculating the storage space requirement, see also page 19.
*) Please familiarise yourself with the copyright provisions of the respective channel providers.
Upgrades
All IPTV rackmount versions can be extended by software at any time to up to 500 subscribers, the versions
"VOD" and "PRE" up to 1,000 subscribers or for further functions.
Additional channels can be fed in by fitting further DVB reception cards.
Further hard disks can be retrofitted to extend the storage capacity for video and video recorder (nPVR)
functions.
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
the functions in detail
Function
DVB demultiplexing
SPTS output (in unicast and multicast)

"Streamer"
version

"VOD"
version

"Premium"
version

X
X

X
X

X
X

Central transmitter lists
Central Teletext caching
Central EPG caching
Central management of time sources (IP/DVB)
TV script for user guide

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Database support
Interface for user group management
XML interface for database applications
Video-on-demand services

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Unicast live streaming (ultra-fast zapping)
Storage solutions: Timeshift and PVR

X

X

X
X

100

100

100

100

40

40

40

40

X

X

X

X

500

500/1000 3)

500/1000 3)

200
400/100

200/400 3)
400/100/
800/200 3)

200/400 3)
400/100/
800/200 3)

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Video output settings
- All the usual scaling options
- Picture format handling (4:3 or 16:9)

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Audio output
- Volume
- Mute

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
185/1 TB

X
X
X
X
185/1 TB

Number of live TV channels (SD)
(HD counts as approx. three times SD)
Number of live radio channels (in addition to TV)
Maximum number of subscribers
- Pure multicast signals
(unlimited number of subscribers)
- Multicast 1) with GUI support 2)
(front-end server without live streaming)
- Pure unicast applicationt 1) (SD 4 Mbit/s)
- Mix multicast/unicastt 1) (simultaneously)
Video formats supported
- SD 576i,
- HD 720p, 1080i, 1080p
- MPEG-2
- H264 (MPEG-4 AVC)
The system is transparent to these video formats,
no transcoding within the system software

TV
- Centralised channel list & sorting
- Individual channel list & sorting
- Unicast or Multicast
- Quick channel change in Unicast mode
Teletext
- Standard Teletext functions
- Central cache storage for all channels,
pages and sub-pages for immediate access
Video-on-Demand ("VOD")
- Ingest function for videos
- Search, sort, select from list
- Rewind
- Pause/resume, go to
- Capacity for … videos SD 8 Mbit/s, each 90 minutes,
or respectively lower HD capacity

X
X

"Live"
version
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
the functions in detail
Function

"Streamer"
version

"Live"
version

"VOD"
version

Timeshift TV
- Periodic recording duration of … hours
configurable (typically 27 h)
- Direct skip to any specific time (hh:mm:ss)
- Number of channels limited only by the hard disk
capacity

X
X
X

- Rewind
- Pause/start, go to
- Minimum capacity for SD channels 8 Mbit/s with each
27 h timeshift, for HD correspondingly less

X
X
10/1 TB

Personal video recorder, network-based ("nPVR")
- Live recording
- Scheduled recording, manual input
- Scheduled recording taken from EPG
- Display/edit/delete scheduled recording
- Display/edit/delete recordings
- Rewind
- Pause/start, go to
- Recording capacity in hours for SD at 8 Mbit/s,
for HD correspondingly less

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
250/1 TB

Pause/start in live TV
- Use of timeshift
(provided it is available for the respective channel)
- Use of the personal video recorder

X

X

Audio-on-Demand
- Access to MP3 additional info (title, interpreter…)
- Search, sort, search for…
- Start/stop/pause
- Capacity available on the internal system hard disk
for … audio files at 5 MBytes each

1)

X

X
X

Radio
- Central channel list & sorting
- Individual channel list & sorting

Management interfaces/remote access
- Web administration tool
- Low level telnet access (expert mode)

"Premium"
version

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
50,000

X
X
X
50,000

X
X

X
X

Multicast: Live TV
Unicast: Using video-on-demand, timeshift and/or nPVR
Note: The maximum number of simultaneous unicast users depends amongst other things on the statistical distribution across the individual services.
We will be pleased to offer advice on exact planning.
2) Menu navigation, EPG etc.
3) Use of a second IPR-8001 server for more than 500 subscribers
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
multi-media services
Electronic Programme Guide (EPG)

Clear EPG matrix
with the available
timeshift TV
channels flagged

f
ific formatting o
c
e
sp
re
m
o
st
u
C
ce is available
the user interfa
 Channel overview in interactive matrix form
 Current, future and past programmes
from the individual TV providers in overview
 Detail view gives extended EPG information

 Call up timeshift TV channels using the
interactive EPG matrix
 TV recordings can be scheduled from the
EPG matrix

Teletext
 Central storage of the pages and
subpages from all broadcasters for immediate
access
 All subpages can be called up immediately by
navigation using the control pointer of the
remote control
 Full or transparent display of
text pages
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
multi-media services
Video-on-Demand (VoD)

Video-on-Demand
blockbusters can be
called up at any time
 Video library on TV
 Import function for videos (server)
 Play films can be called up at any time

 Pause/continue
 Fast forward and rewind

Personal video recorder (nPVR)

 Facility for central recording of TV broadcasts for
the subscriber on the server
 No additional recording devices or external
hard disk necessary
 Facility for simultaneous recording of multiple
TV broadcasts
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 Recording from the EPG matrix, timed input or
immediately
 Simultaneous playback available during recording
 Pause/continue during playback,
fast forward and rewind
 Centrally defined maximum recording capacity
for each subscriber

The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
multi-media services
Timeshift

Timeshift TV "24 + 3"
 Recording of selected TV channels in a
ring buffer on the server - e.g. 27 hours per
channel. This covers also the main transmission
time of the previous evening
 Choice and number of channels together with the
duration of the recording can be specified centrally
 Broadcasts called up from the EPG matrix
 Pause/continue *) together with fast forward and
rewind
 Switch the audio track
 Display subtitles
*) Note: the pause/resume mode is already included from version LIV
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
multi-media services
Live radio

 Programme information via the EPG matrix
(current and future broadcasts)
 Black screen video signal

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
 Multi-language user interface
 Clear, informative and modern in format
 Logically arranged navigation

Additional software information
 Documented XML interfaces for
provisioning, controlling, status checking
and linking to third party systems
 Remote management
 Web-based administration tool
(user rights, TV channels, timeshift TV,
storage assignment etc.)
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
expansion
• Systems for up to 1000 subscribers
The "VoD" and "Premium" IPTV rackmount systems can be configured for up to 1000 subscribers.
For systems with more than 500 subscribers, a second IPR 8001 server is necessary together with the appropriate number of additional licences (see page 20). For pure Unicast operation, the addition of a further server
allows the number of subscribers to be increased by 200 to 400 (see also the table on page 9).
• Server redundancy
For the highest reliability, each IPTV rackmount system can be operated redundantly.
If a server fails, the redundant system takes over the operation.
The following additional components are necessary for this:
- Basic system with an IPR 8001 server:
For full redundancy a second server with an identical set of DVB reception cards and content hard disks
is necessary. If the redundant server is fitted with fewer DVB reception cards or hard disks, in redundant
operation the available range of channels and the storage capacity for PVR, films etc. will be restricted
correspondingly.
- Basic system with two or more IPR 8001 servers:
One additional server with DVB reception cards and content hard disks is necessary.
Depending on the equipment of the basic system we recommend that the DVB cards for all the channels or
for the most important channels are available redundantly. The same applies to the content hard disks.
For redundant systems we recommend the use of servers with redundant power supply units (see page 19/20).
We will be pleased to offer advice on further details of redundant system design.
• Reception expansion
An IPTV rackmount server can process up to 12 satellite transponders and/or DVB-T multiplexers.
If reception of more transponders or multiplexers is required, the system can be expanded by adding further
servers in which further DVB reception cards can be mounted. A licence for reception expansion is required for
each additional server (see page 20).
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system –
the options
The flexibility of the IPTV rackmount system permits a wide variety of applications. The numerous options
allow the system to be optimised to special fields of application. Above all, highly specific additional features are available for hotels and similar applications in the hospitality field:
• The hotel package
The IPTV hotel solution from Kathrein consists of a basic package which can be tailored individually to
the hotel operator's wishes by use of various media packages. It offers the guest simple, logical and selfexplanatory operation. The highlight is a video-on-demand package with the latest blockbusters from the
biggest film studios.
The hotel package includes many practical and convenient
functions such as a welcome screen, news service, alarm clock,
automatic language change-over, central management etc.
The user interface for the guest can be customised to the wishes
of the hotel, for example with their own logo or specific colour
scheme. The IPTV solution can be linked into the hotel's Property
Management System (PMS).
• Video-on-Demand
Our offering provides you not only with an interactive hotel TV solution,
but also at the same time with top current content:
- Connection to the latest films in a wide variety of languages
shortly after their release to cinemas and before their availability on DVD
- Automatic updates of the film range via Internet
- No monthly rental charge or minimum guaranteed payment – invoicing
only for the actual viewing of the films
• Content management system
The Kathrein content management system provides the hotel guests
with appropriate visual information:
- Presentation platform for the hotel
- Announcement of events
- Presentation of service offerings
- Domestic messages etc.
Details of all the hotel software packages can be found in our
special brochure "Future-Proof Hotel Software for IPTV Systems"
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Future-P
ro
Software of Hotel
for IPTV
Systems

The IPTV set-top boxes

The following IPTV set-top boxes are compatible with all the Kathrein IPTV systems. Modern design, powerful
hardware and interesting details offer the right solution for every application.

• UFI 111 – the universal STB
Video decoding of MPEG 2- and
MPEG 4-/H.264 signals
- HDMI output for optimum transmission
to a flat-screen TV set (HDTV)
- Optical audio output for Dolby Digital
data stream (AC 3)
- YPbPr output (HDTV)

• UFI 112 – the out-of-sight STB
Device similar to the UFI 111, but
- Hidden out of sight on the rear of the TV set
- Integral radio remote control receiver
- No display or LEDs – ideal for hotels,
hospitals, airports etc.

• UFH 965/966 – for cable network operators
Device similar to the UFI 111, but
- Additionally with integral EuroDOCSIS 2.0 modem
(UFH 965) or EuroDOCSIS 3.0 modem (UFH 966)
- Hybrid version DVB-C and IPTV
- Uniform graphical user interface
for all channels and services
IPTVset-top b
ox

es

For more information on IPTV set-top
boxes, please see our comprehensive
special brochure "IPTV Set-Top Boxes".
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Desktop Media Client DCM

The desktop media client brings operating convenience to TV viewing, such as easy channel selection and the
Electronic Programme Guide on the PC screen.
Ideal for TV and video applications in companies such as:
Editorial offices, schools, universities, hospitals, spas, banks, insurance offices, power suppliers, publishers,
media companies, film producers, airports, network operators, transport companies, government offices etc.
Anywhere that an existing or newly installed IT network can be accessed and the contents made available to a
PC screen.
Features:
• Reception of TV and radio channels from
the IPTV rackmount system on to the PC
• Display of EPG data
• Display of Teletext pages
• Call-up of the timeshift transmitter
• Overview of the EPG data of the
timeshift transmitter
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• Direct input of call-off times from the
timeshift transmitter
• Recording of broadcasts on the PC hard disk
• Customisation option for the screen display
(colour management)
• Full-screen display
• For Windows operating systems

The data volume of IPTV

The following information allow the data arising in the IPTV stream to be estimated and can be used as the
basis for estimating the required capacity.
Application
Standard TV
Standard-TV
Standard TV 16:9
HDTV (cinema, documentaries)
HDTV (action, sports)

Encoding
MPEG-4-AVC
MPEG-2
MPEG-2
MPEG-4-AVC
MPEG-4-AVC

Data rate in Mbps
2.5 ... 3,5
4 ... 5
6 ... 8
10 ... 14
15 ... 20

GByte per h
1 ... 1.5
1.8 ... 2.2
2.6 ... 3.5
4.4 ... 6.2
6,6 ... 8,8

Minimum IP network requirements for IPTV
The network should satisfy the following minimum requirements in order to be able to transmit
IPTV services correctly:
3. Unicast, multicast
4. At least RFC 2236-IGMP snooping V2
5. V-LAN to IEEE 802.1Q, Q in Q

1. Sufficient data capacity for the streaming of
the intended number of IPTV channels or
services in the desired quality
2. Gigabit Ethernet IEEE 802.3x GbE

The IPTV rackmount system – Brief overview
IPR 8001

26210731

- Server for the IPTV rackmount system
- Format: 19", 4 RU
- 6 slots for twin DVB reception cards
- 4 slots for content hard disks
- 1000-BaseT Ethernet ports for the following functions:
44 x for connection to the IP network
41 x for infeeding external IP signal sources
41 x for management
- Fitted with one power supply unit; optionally extendable
with a redundant power supply unit
Type

IPR 8001

Order no.

26210731

Number of slots for twin DVB reception cards

6

Number of slots for content hard disks

4

Number of 1000-BaseT ports for connection to the IP network

4

Number of 1000-BaseT ports
for external signal sources/for management
Ambient temperature range

°C

10 ... 35

Dimensions (W x H x D)

mm

437 1) x 178 x 521

kg

11,3

Weight
1)

1/1

Installation width
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The Kathrein IPTV rackmount system Brief overview
Twin DVB-T reception card
Twin DVB-S(2) reception cards
Content hard disk 1 TB
Power supply unit

IPR-DVB-T1
IPR-DVB-S2
IPR-DVB-S2-C
IPR-HD 1000
IPR-PW-700M

26210551
26210552
26210683
26210548
26210730

IPTV licence packages
Type

Order no.

Version

Maximum number of
subscribers (set-top boxes)

IPR-LP-STR

26210684

Streamer

Unlimited

IPR-LP-LIV-500

26210685

Live

500

IPR-LP-VOD-0250

26210689

Video-on-Demand

IPR-LP-VOD-050

26210686

Video-on-Demand

50

IPR-LP-VOD-100

26210687

Video-on-Demand

100

IPR-LP-VOD-200

26210688

Video-on-Demand

200

IPR-LP-ADDVOD-100

26210721

Video-on-Demand

100 in addition to licence IPR-LP-VOD-200

IPR-LP-PRE-050

26210690

Premium

50

IPR-LP-PRE-100

26210691

Premium

100

IPR-LP-PRE-200

26210692

Premium

200

IPR-LP-ADDPRE-100

26210724

Premium

100 in addition to licence IPR-LP-PRE-200

IPR-LP-RED

26210740

All

Licence for hardware redundancy

IPR-LP-RECEXT

26210741

All

Licence for reception extension

DCM 10

26110042

For Live, Video-onDemand and Premium

Single user licence für Windows PC
instead of set-top box

Configuration example for 400 subscribers with EPG, live TV, video-on-demand, timeshift, nPVR,
reception of 4 encrypted transponders and redundant power supply
IPTV rackmount server
1 x IPR 8001
"Premium" licence package for 200 subscribers
1 x IPR-LP-PRE-200
2 x IPR-LP-ADDPRE-100
Licence "Premium" for additional 100 subscribers
2 x IPR-HD 1000
1 TB content hard disk
2 x IPR-DVB-S2-CI
Twin DVB-S(2) reception card
Power supply unit
1 x IPR-PW-700M
www.kathrein.de · E-mail: iptv@kathrein.de
KATHREIN-Werke KG · Telephon +49 8031 184-0 · Telefax +49 8031 184-385
Anton-Kathrein-Str. 1 - 3 · P.O. Box 10 04 44 · 83004 Rosenheim/GERMANY

99811904/1/0512/JH/Pf

Notes:
- For a complete IPTV system the IPR 8001 server must always be combined with one of the IPTV
licence package
- For more than 200 subscribers using the licences "Video-on-Demand " and "Premium" always a licence for
200 subscribers as well as the desired number of additional licences "ADDVPD-100" or respectively
"ADDPRE-100" are required. 1000 subscribers max. Please consider hardware requirements (see page 15).
- From the "Video-on-Demand" version onwards at least one 1 TB content hard disk is necessary,
for the "Premium" version we recommend the use of at least two 1 TB content hard disks
- In addition the desired number of twin DVB reception cards should be provided
- The version "Streamer" can be operated with the set-top boxes UFI 511 und UFI 111

Subject to technical changes. Technical data are intended as typical values
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